
Exercises MAT2200 spring 2013 — Ark 3

Cosets, Direct products and Abelian groups

This “Ark” concerns the weeks No. � (Feb ��–��) and No. � (Feb ��–Mar �).
The plans for those two weeks are as follows:
On Wednesday Feb �� I plan to do Section 11—Direct products and Finitely gene-
rated Abelian Groups.
On Friday Feb �� we do exercises + buffer for Wednesday.
On Wednesday Feb �� I plan to do Section 13 and 14—Homomorphisms and Factor
groups.
On Friday Mar � we do exercises + buffer.
In several of the exercises you must factorise numbers into products of primes. Using
a list of small prime numbers might be helpful. You find one with all the primes less
than 1000 on : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number
We had a small discussion on Friday about e.g and i.e. For those who were not there:

e.g means for example. It is shorthand for latin exempli gratia.
i.e. means that is. It is shorthand for latin id est .
In american english they are followed by a comma, in british english they are not.

Many of the exercises are taken from the book, but for your convenience I have copied
them below with a reference to the book, sometimes I’ve given them a little twist. The
rest of the exercises I’ve picked elsewhere.

The exercises on this sheet cover Section 10 and Section 11 in the book, with a few
more about permutation from Section 9. They are ment for the groups on Friday Feb
�� and Mar � and Thursday Feb �� and �� with the following distribution:

Friday, Feb ��: No.: 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19
Friday, Mar � : No.: 20, 24, 25, 28, 32, 33, 34
Thursday, Feb ��: No.: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17
Thursday, Feb �� : No.: 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31

Key words: Permutations and orbits, Cosets, The theorem of Lagrange, Index of a
subgroup, Direct products and Structure of finitely generated Abelian groups.

More on orbits and permutations

Problem 1. Let X be a finite set and let H✓Sn be a subgroup. Just as for permuta-
tions, we define the orbit of x 2 X as

BH(x) = {�(x) | � 2 H }.
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Show that {BH(x)}x2X forms a partition of X.

Problem 2. Let X be a set and let � 2 SX a permutation. Assume that the permuta-
tion ⇢ 2 SX commutes with �. i.e., �⇢(x) = ⇢�(x) for all x 2 X.
a) Show that �i and ⇢ commute for any integer i.
b) Given a point x 2 X. Show that ⇢ maps the orbit B�(x) of x bijectively into
B�(⇢(x)).
c) Assume that � is a cycle, and let B be its nontrivial orbit. Show that one may write
⇢ = �i⌧ where i is an suitable integer, and ⌧ is a permutation that does not move any
point in the nontrivial orbit B of �; i.e., ⌧ is a composition of cycles disjoint from �.
Hint: Use subproblem b).

Problem 3. Recall that the centraliser of a element g from a group G is the subgroup
of all elements commuting with g, i.e., G = { a 2 G | ag = ga }.

Let � be a cycle of length n in Sn. Show that the centraliser CSn(�) is given as
CSn(�) = h � i. Hint: Use problem 2 c).

Problem 4.
a) Show that the number of n-cycles in Sn is equal to (n� 1)!

b) Show that the number of k-cycles in Sn is equal to
�
n
k

�
(k � 1)!.

c) How many 2-cycles, 3-cycles and 4-cycles are there in S4?
d) How many cycles of each length between 2 and 5 are there in S5?

Cosets

Problem 5. (Basically Section 10, No.: 1 on page 101 in the book). Find all cosets
of the subgroup 4Z in Z.

Problem 6. (Basically Section 10, No.: 4 on page 101 in the book). Find all cosets
of the group 4Z12 in Z12.

Problem 7.
a) Let ⌘ = e2⇡i/18. Describe all cosets of ⌘9 in µ18.
b) Let m 2 N and let ⌘ = e⇡i/m. Describe all cosets of ⌘m in µ2m.

Problem 8. Find the cosets of µ3 in µ6. Draw the usual picture of µ6 and indicate the
cosets.
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Problem 9. (Basically Section 10, No.: 6 on page 101 in the book). Find all the
cosets, both the left cosets and the right cosets, of the subgroup {e, s} of the group D8

of symmetries of the square where s denotes the reflection through the x-axis. Single
out a left coset which is not a right coset.

Problem 10. Describe the cosets of the subgroup H = h r i of D8 generated by the
rotation r by an angle of ⇡/2 in positive direction. Is every left coset of H a right coset?

Problem 11. (Section 10, No.: 23 on page 102 in the book). Give an example of a
subgroup H of order 6 having 12 different cosets.

Problem 12. (Section 10, No.: 28 on page 103 in the book). Let G be a group and
let H✓G be a subgroup. Assume that gHg�1✓H for any element g 2 G. Show that
every left coset of H is a right coset.

Problem 13. (Section 10, No.: 29 on page 103 in the book). Let G be a group and
H a subgroup. Assume that every right coset of H is a left coset. Show that gHg�1✓H
for all g 2 G. This is the converse of exercise 12.

Problem 14. Let H and K be two subgroups of the group G. Assume that every right
coset of H is a left coset. Show that the “product”

HK = {hk | h 2 H and k 2 K }

is a subgroup of G.

The index of a subgroup

Problem 15. Describe all subgroups of Z14. Draw the subgroup diagram showing the
inclusion relations between the different subgroups. Indicate the order and the index
of each of the subgroups.

Problem 16. Draw the subgroup diagram of the symmetric group S3. Indicate the
indices of all the subgroups.

Problem 17. (Basically Section 10, No.: 15,16 on page 102 in the book). Find the
index of each of the cyclic subgroups generated by the �-s below:

⇤ � = (1, 2, 5, 4)(2, 3) in S5,

⇤ � = (1, 2, 4, 5)(3, 6) in S6.

What is the index of h �2 i in the two cases?

Problem 18. Show that if H✓G is a subgroup of index two, then every left coset of
H is a right coset.
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The theorem of Lagrange

Problem 19. (Basically Section 10, No.: 36 on page 103 in the book). Let G be a
group of even order.
a) Show that G contains an odd number of elements of order 2. Hint: The subsets
{x, x�1} form a partition of the group.
b) Show that if the order of G equals 2n where n is an odd number and G is abelian,
then G contains exactly one element of order two. Hint: Lagrange
c) Find one example of a group whose order is of the form 2n with n odd and n > 1,
having n elements of order two.
d) Find a group of order 64 with exactly one element of order two.

Problem 20. Let G be a group having exactly one element � of order two, and let
H = h � i be the subgroup generated by �.
a) Show that gHg�1 = H for all g 2 H.
b) Show that all the left cosets of H are right cosets.
c) Assume in addition that the order of G equals 2p where p is a prime. Show that G
is abelian. Hint: Lagrange’s theorem.

Problem 21. Find all groups of order 101.

Problem 22. Let G be a group of order 1111. Show that all proper subgroups of G
are cyclic.

Problem 23. Give an example of a group of order 2n all whose elements are of order
2. Relate this to the theorem of Lagrange. Hint: Problem �� on Ark 1 can be useful.

Problem 24. Show that every subgroup of S5 of order 5 is cyclic and generated by a
5-cycle. Hint: Lagrange and factorisation in disjoint cycles.
a) How many subgroups of order 5 are there in S5? Hint: Determine first the number
of 5-cycles.

Direct products and Abelian groups

Problem 25. (Section 11, No.: 46 on page 111 in the book). Show that the direct
product of two abelian groups is abelian.

Problem 26. (Section 11, No.: 1 on page 110 in the book). Find the orders of all
elements in Z2 ⇥ Z4. Is the group Z2 ⇥ Z4 cyclic?

Problem 27. (Section 11, No.: 2 on page 110 in the book). Find the orders of all
elements in Z3 ⇥ Z4. Is the group Z3 ⇥ Z4 cyclic?
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Problem 28. (Section 11, No.: 3,5 and 6 on page 110 in the book). Find the orders
of the given elements

⇤ (2, 6) in Z4 ⇥ Z12,

⇤ (8, 10) in Z12 ⇥ Z18,

⇤ (3, 10, 9) in Z4 ⇥ Z12 ⇥ Z15.

Problem 29. (Basically Section 11, No.: 11 on page 110 in the book). Find all
subgroups of Z2 ⇥ Z4. What are their orders? Draw the subgroup diagram.

Problem 30. (Section 11, No.: 12 on page 110 in the book). Find all subgroups of
Z2 ⇥ Z2 ⇥ Z4 that are isomorphic to the Klein group.

Problem 31. Which of the groups Z2⇥Z88 and Z8⇥Z22 are isomorphic to Z2⇥Z8⇥Z11?

Problem 32. Determine all abelian groups of order 2012 and of order 2013 up to
isomorphism.

Problem 33. (Section 11, No.: 47 on page 113 in the book). Let A be an abelian
group. Show that the set A2 consisting of elements of order two is a subgroup. Show
by an example that the hypothesis of A being abelian can not be omitted.

Problem 34. (Section 11, No.: 52 on page 113 in the book). Sow that a finite abelian
group is cyclic if and only if it does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to Zp ⇥ Zp for
some prime p.
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